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Section Tips 
 

Chapter 5: Five Tips 

 

5A Categorical Propositions 

 

 There are four elements in a standard-form categorical proposition:  

 

 
 

5B Quantity, Quality, and Distribution 

 

 Distribution refers to whether a proposition asserts something about every 

member of a class (distributed) or not every member of the class 

(undistributed). 

 
Remember them like this: Universals (A, E) distribute subjects, and negations 

(E, O) distribute predicates: 

 

S U P N                    Subjects—Universals        Predicates—Negatives  
 

5C Existential Import  

 

 A proposition has existential import if it presupposes the existence of certain 

kinds of objects. Under the traditional interpretation, a universal proposition 

contained the assumption of the existence of at least one thing in the subject 

class. Under the modern interpretation, universal propositions are equated 

with conditional statements. Thus, “All S are P” becomes logically equivalent 

to “If it’s an S, then it’s a P” in the modern interpretation.   

 

5D The Modern Square of Opposition and 5F The Traditional Square of Opposition 

 

 In the modern square of opposition, we only have necessary inferences 

between contradictories:    



 
This means that A and O cannot both be false or both true at the same 

time, and E and I cannot both be false or both true at the same time. 

 

 In the traditional square of opposition, the following applies:  

 
1. A and O, and E and I are contradictories.   

 

In addition: 

 

2. Universal claims (A and E) are contraries. A and E cannot both be true at 

the same time, but both could be false. Hence, if you assume one universal 

claim is false, you cannot make a necessary inference about its contrary. 

3. Particular propositions (I and O) are subcontraries. I and O cannot both 

be false at the same time, but both could be true. Hence, if you assume one 

particular proposition is true, you cannot make a necessary inference about 

its subcontrary. 

4. Truth flows downward and falsity flows upward from a super- to a 

subaltern, and from a sub- to a superaltern. So, for example, a true A-

proposition yields a true I-proposition, while a false I-proposition yields a 

false A-proposition. Notice there is no valid inference you can make about 

truth and falsity from a false A-proposition to an I-proposition or from a 

true I-proposition to an A-proposition. The same goes for the E and O-

propositions. 

 

 


